
RESSED GASES 

e given in tables 1 and 2 in the form of pr' 
cally in fig. 2 and 3. ' 
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otherms at 78·9° K. The open circles are 
l2, the filled circles are for D2. 
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h 'D(/1/E*)l which de Boer 11. 12 showed occurs in the -general expression 
",c n:duced equation of state in quantum statistics. Eqn. (2) then becomes 

D.p* = r*[v*-l + ~ d ~0!r}9'071O y*lT*'v*tA*-1 - 1]-1, (3) 

• " , 1'- is a function of v*, the relationship between them being I ' • , . 

· • 

(I + 12y* + 25·2y*2 + 12y*3 + y*4)(1 + y*)-I(l - y*)- 6 - 2v*2 ~ O. (4) 

'. in conformity with the general considerations of de Boer 11. 12 our reduced 
~! .d equation of state is of the type 

p* =/(T*, v*, A*), 

1 . .: '': f is a universal function. 
I I 'M the general plot of p* against v* in fig. 4, we have selected the reduced 
I "~ratllre T* = 2·14 corresponding to our experimental temperature T = 78'9° K 
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CUSSION I 
Ipared with the classical LJD and qua: 
and 78,9° K. The theoretical curves h 
tential energy between a pair of molec. 
eqn. (1) with e* = 50·75 X 10- 16 ergs, ' 
ers were derived by de Boer and Michel 
virial coefficients of H2 and D2. The 
between H2 and D z molecules is justi 

~ases 7 when the temperature is high eno: 
·rtant. We have interpolated in the tat 
Curtiss 3 to find the classical LID preSSl 
IS of eqn. (2) to obtain the quanta I isother 
at the experimental points lie closer to ' 
)therms, particularly at the higher densi' 
lore accurately. This fact alone, howe\ 
ty of the quantal inflation of the press 
t . be maccurate at these reduced pressu 
nificant fact, therefore, is that the ditferc' 
en density is roughly that predicted by 
classically there would, of course, be . 

t 
'ious paragraph can be met by plotting : 
: together with the results for other sinr 
isot~erms. It is then possible to comp: 
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-I ,-Reduced isotherms for T* = 2·14. The full curves are the quantal isotherms. 

TABLE 3.-MoLECULAR CONSTANTS 

.·/1, (OK) D (em x 10- 8) A· 

He 10'2 2'56 2'64 
Hz 37·0 2·92 1·73 
Dz 37·0 2-92 1'22 
Nz 96·6 3-72 0·225 
A 120'3 3-41 0'187 

d Itght gases and the predictions of I 

this, we introduce the quantities: 
i r liz and D2. The intermolecl!lar force parameters and the values of A* have 

p* = pvo/Ne* = pD3/e*, _ ! ' -=-n taken from the tables of de Boer.11 • 12 They are listed in table 3. The 
v* = vivo = v/ND3, :I j'<.: rimcntal data for He, N z and A were given by short extrapolations on 
r* = kT/e*, !"'c temperature scale from the measurements of Buchmann 13 on He; Bartlett, 
Ider and Curtiss.3 It is also convenic 11< therington, Kvaines and Tremearne 14 on Nz; Michels, Wijker and Wijker 15 
a terms of the dimensionless ,1 A. 
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